Trimming is a common operation in CAD, and, in its simplest formulation, consists in removing superfluous parts from a geometric entity described via splines (a spline patch). After trimming the geometric description of the patch remains unchanged, but the underlying mesh is unfitted with the physical object. We discuss the main problems arising when solving elliptic PDEs on a trimmed domain. First we prove that, even when Dirichlet boundary conditions are weakly enforced using Nitsche's method, the resulting method suffers lack of stability. Then, we develop novel stabilization techniques based on a modification of the variational formulation, which allow us to recover well-posedness and guarantee accuracy. Optimal a priori error estimates are proven, and numerical examples confirming the theoretical results are provided.
and, in general, do not support trimmed geometric entities. The aim of this paper is to contribute to the design of isogeometric methods that robustly support trimming in the geometric description of the computational domain, and do not require the construction of a global re-parametrization (meshing).
The two main issues arising when dealing with trimmed geometries are the presence of elements unfitted with the boundary, making the research for efficient quadrature rules and the stable imposition of boundary conditions a challenge, and the existence of basis functions whose support has been cut, affecting the conditioning of the related linear system. In this regard, ideas from fictitious domain and immersed boundary approaches in the FEM literature can be adapted to the IGA setting, and the related engineering literature includes (but is not limited to) the pioneering works regarding the integration with CAD and numerical quadrature [31, 43] , the shell analysis on geometric models with B-reps [7, 32] , and the finite cell method combined with IGA [15, 35, 38, 44] . Concerning the lack of stability, we should mention stabilizations based on extrapolation [23, 28] , and the Cut-IGA method proposed in [26] , which is related to the many contributions of Cut-FEM and ghost penalty methods [10, 11, 12, 13, 21] .
We now describe the simplified mathematical setting. Let Ω 0 ⊆ R d (here d = 2, 3) be a domain described by a bijective spline map F : (0, 1) d → Ω 0 , i.e., a patch in the isogeometric terminology, and let Ω 1 , . . . Ω N be Lipschitz regular domains in R d . We assume that N i=1 Ω i are to be cut away from Ω 0 and that our computational domain reads:
After trimming the mathematical description of the domain remains unchanged, that is, the elements and basis functions fit the boundary of Ω 0 instead of that of Ω. In this paper, we focus on a simple Poisson problem, with weakly imposed boundary conditions, on the domain Ω described above. First of all, we discuss the difference between bad matrix conditioning and lack of stability. The first one can be improved by modifying the chosen basis (preconditioning), while the second one needs to act on the bilinear form directly. Regarding the lack of stability, we propose a minimal stabilization technique, inspired by [22] , that acts only on those cut elements that affect stability. For example, in the case of a Neumann condition on the trimmed boundary, no stabilization is needed. Our stabilization is parameter free, and its computation requires only local projections at the element level, and only for "bad" cut elements. For the stabilization we follow a "local approach" (according to the review paper [29] ), i.e. we modify the analysis, rather than the geometry, in order to be able to face the challenges arising from trimming. We present two different versions of the stabilization technique. The first one is a projection in the parametric domain, that is easier to implement from the numerical point of view, but suboptimal. The second one is a projection-based stabilization performed directly on the physical domain, which allows us to recover optimal a priori error estimates.
Concerning the bad conditioning of the matrix, we show numerical evidence that a rescaling of the stiffness matrix seems to consistently resolve the issue. However, the analysis on the linear algebra side is not presented, as it is beyond the scope of this work.
The document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of isoge-ometric analysis in trimmed domains. In Section 3 we set the model problem, and explain the main challenges we need to face, namely integration, conditioning and numerical stability of the associated linear system. After having explained in detail in Section 4 the causes for the lack of stability of the simple Nitsche's formulation, in Section 5 we present our new stabilization technique. Two possible constructions of the stabilization operator are suggested and analysed in Section 6, and error estimates are provided in Section 7. Finally, we conclude by showing some numerical examples, obtained using the MATLAB library GeoPDEs [42] , confirming the theoretical results.
2. Isogeometric analysis on trimmed domains.
2.1. The univariate case. For a more detailed introduction about isogeometric analysis, see for instance the review article [4] . Given two positive integers p and n, we say that Ξ := {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n+p+1 } is a p-open knot vector if
We assume ξ 1 = 0 and ξ n+p+1 = 1. We also introduce Z := {ζ 1 , . . . , ζ N }, the set of breakpoints, or knots without repetitions, which forms a partition of the unit interval (0, 1). Note that
Moreover, we assume m j ≤ p for every internal knot and we denote I i := (ζ i , ζ i+1 ) and its measure
We denote as B i,p : [0, 1] → R the i-th B-spline, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, obtained using the Coxde Boor formula, see for instance [4] . Moreover, let S p (Ξ) = span{ B i,p : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} the vector space of univariate splines of degree p. S p (Ξ) can also be characterized as the space of piecewise polynomials of degree p with k j := p−m j continuous derivatives at the breakpoints ζ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N (Curry-Schoenberg theorem).
The following local quasi-uniformity assumption is classical in the IGA literature [4] .
Assumption 2.1. The partition defined by the knots ζ 1 , . . . , ζ N is locally quasiuniform, that is, there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that the mesh sizes h i = ζ i+1 − ζ i satisfy the relation
Remark 2.2. Following [9] , Assumption 2.1 could be weakened.
Given an interval I j = (ζ j , ζ j+1 ) = (ξ i , ξ i+1 ), we define its support extension I j as
2.2. The multivariate case. Let d be the space dimension. Assume that n l ∈ N, p l ∈ N, Ξ l = {ξ l,1 , . . . , ξ l,n l +p l +1 } and Z l = {ζ l,1 , . . . , ζ l,N l } are given for every 1 ≤ l ≤ d. We set the degree p := (p 1 , . . . , p d ) and Ξ := Ξ 1 × · · · × Ξ d . Note that the breakpoints of Z l form a Cartesian grid in the parametric domain Ω 0 = (0, 1) d . We define the parametric Bézier mesh
where each Q j is called Bézier element. Let I := {i = (i 1 , . . . , i d ) : 1 ≤ i l ≤ n l } be a set of multi-indices. For each i = (i 1 , . . . , i d ), we define the local knot vector
which allows us to define the set of multivariate B-splines
Moreover, for a generic Bézier element Q j ∈ M, we define its support extension
where I l,j l is the univariate support extension of the univariate case defined above.
The multivariate spline space in Ω is defined as
which can be also seen as the space of piecewise multivariate polynomials of degree p and with regularity across the Bézier elements given by the knots multiplicities. Note that S p (Ξ) = d l=1 S p l (Ξ l ). Remark 2.3. What has been said so far can be easily generalized to the case of Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) basis functions. See for instance [14] .
2.3. Parametrization, mesh and approximation space for trimming domains. Let Ω 0 ⊂ R d be the original domain before trimming. We assume that there exists a map F ∈ S p 0 (Ξ 0 ) d such that Ω 0 = F( Ω 0 ), for given degree vector p 0 and knot vector Ξ 0 . We define the (physical) Bézier mesh as the image of the elements in M 0 through F: Figure 1 . To prevent the existence of singularities in the parametrization we make the following assumption.
See for instance
Assumption 2.4. The parametrization F : Ω 0 → Ω 0 is bi-Lipschitz. Moreover, F Q ∈ C ∞ (Q) for every Q ∈ M 0 and F −1 K ∈ C ∞ (K) for every K ∈ M 0 . Some consequences of Assumption 2.4 are the following.
where { B i,p : i ∈ I} is a basis for V h . Note that throughout this document C will denote generic constants that may change at each occurrence, but that are always independent of the local mesh size. Ω F Ω Fig. 1 : On the left we see the trimmed parametric domain Ω and, on the right, the physical one.
3. The isogeometric formulation. At this point we suppose to trim Ω 0 as explained in (1.1), for simplicity, with N = 1 , i.e. the new domain is Ω = Ω 0 \ Ω 1 and we assume that Ω is a sufficiently regular domain of R d . We denote the trimming curve as Γ trim = ∂Ω ∩ ∂Ω 1 . Let us consider the Poisson equation as model problem.
where Γ D ∪ Γ N = Γ =: ∂Ω andΓ D ∩Γ N = ∅, and n is the outward unit normal to Γ. Observe that, in general, Γ trim ∩ Γ D = ∅.
Let us now develop and extend the notation introduced in Section 2, to adapt it to trimmed domains.
The approximation space on the trimmed domain Ω is
and we set N h := dim( V h ). The new parametric Bézier mesh is
where Ω = F −1 (Ω). The physical mesh is
We denote the set of Bézier elements cut by the trimming curve as First of all, we make an assumption on how the mesh is cut by the boundary.
We denote as Γ D := F −1 (Γ D ) and as n its outward unit normal.
Since the point is to avoid a reparametrization and a remeshing of the trimmed domain, it is natural to see the analogy with fictitious domain methods, where the physical domain, with a possibly complicated topology, is immersed into a simpler, but unfitted, background mesh. Similarly to fictitious domain methods, we need to be able to impose essential boundary conditions when the mesh is not fitted with boundary. Following [19, 39] , we decide to employ Nitsche's method, which in its symmetric form reads as follows.
Find u h ∈ V h such that
where β > 0 is a penalization parameter. We define
Remark 3.2. Notice that • the stiffness matrix associated to (3.2) is symmetric and positive definite provided β is large enough; • the condition number of the matrix increases with β;
• the weak form is consistent with the problem, in the sense that a sufficiently regular solution to (3.2) also solves the strong problem (3.1).
As evident in the literature the formulation (3.2) on a trimmed domain needs special care as:
• it can suffer from stability problems (see CUT-FEM for the finite element case: [10, 11, 13, 21] ). • an integration strategy is needed to compute the matrix contribution of the cut elements. • the problem may suffer from conditioning issues [17] . Our main goal is to provide a minimal stabilization to make formulation (3.2) uniformly well-posed with respect to the mesh-size.
Stability.
Firstly, we need to clarify what we actually mean by "stability" of the discrete variational problem (3.2). Problem (3.2) is stable if the bilinear form a h (·, ·) is bounded and coercive with respect to a suitable norm.
We introduce the following mesh-dependent scalar product
which induces the discrete norm
.
2) is well-posed, i.e., a h (·, ·) is continuous and coercive with respect to the norm (4.1).
Instead, if there exists K ∈ G h such that Γ K = ∅, when looking at the continuity of the bilinear form, we need to estimate
In particular, we would like the following estimate to hold
where C > 0 is a constant not depending on K or K ∩ Ω. However, that inequality does not hold in general, which implies that the continuity and coercivity of problem (3.2) cannot be guaranteed. Indeed, let us show the lack of stability with a numerical example.
Let us consider Ω 0 = (0, 1) 2 and as trimmed domain Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 3 4 + ε), ε > 0, as shown in Figure 2 . We take as reference solution u ex (x, y) = sin(πx) + sin(πy), h = 1 32 and, as basis functions, B-splines of degree p = 3 and of class C 2 at the internal knots. In order to check the robustness of the formulation (3.2) with respect to the parameter ε, we study the following generalized eigenvalue problem [16, 18] .
Find
Up to re-ordering, the solution gives eigenvalues
where α > 0 and M > 0 represent, respectively, the coercivity and continuity constants. The goal is to show that it does not exist β > 0, independent of the cutting, such that a h (·, ·) is continuous and coercive with respect to · 1,h,Ω .
Actually, we verify that the spectrum of (4.3) strongly depends on ε. In Figure 3 we can see, in detail, the dependence of the spectrum of (4.3) on the magnitude of ε. In particular, the absolute values of the smallest and largest eigenvalues of (4.3) go to infinity as ε goes to 0, implying that the discrete formulation (3.2) is not stable. At this point, in order to be able to deal with a well-posed, hence stable, problem we want to find a way to improve the continuity bound of a h (·, ·), in particular to find a trace inequality, similar to (4.2), where the constant does not depend on how the boundary intersects the mesh [22] . 
Proof. It follows straightforward from Lemma 3 in [21] .
Hence we can apply the previous result to obtain
By a standard inverse inequality, see [3] , we get
where C > 0 depends on the shape regularity constant. Hence we can state the following result. 
A new stabilization technique.
The goal is to present a new, parameter free stabilization technique for the problem (3.2). Our construction is inspired by the work of J. Haslinger and Y. Renard in [22] .
Let us partition the elements of the Bézier mesh into two disjoint sub-families.
Definition 5.1. Fix θ ∈ (0, 1] and let Q ∈ M. We say that Q is a good element if
Otherwise, Q is a bad element. Thanks to the regularity Assumption 2.4 on F, this classification on the parametric elements induces naturally a classification on the physical elements, see Figure 4 . We denote as M g the collection of the good physical Bézier elements and as M b the one of the bad physical elements.
Assumption 5.2. Letting K ∈ M and denoting the neighbours of K as
where f is either a common face, edge or vertex of K and K },
K is a bad element and K is a good neighbour. Remark 5.3. The previous assumption holds true if the mesh is sufficiently refined. One could also relax the notion of a neighbour: dist (K, K ) ≤ Ch, where C > 0 does not depend on h.
Now let us assume that there exists an operator
which approximates the normal derivative on Γ D in a sense that will be specified below. We propose the following stabilized formulation of problem (3.2).
Theorem 5.4. Suppose the following stability property is satisfied: there exists a uniform C > 0 such that for every K ∈ G h
is well-posed in the sense that the bilinear form a h (·, ·) is continuous and coercive with respect to · 1,h,Ω for a sufficiently large β.
Proof. For the continuity, let u h , v h ∈ V h and estimate
where we employed first Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, then the definition of the norm (4.1) and the stability property (5.3). Take u h ∈ V h . Using Young inequality and, again, the stability property (5.3), we obtain
, from which we deduce the coercivity, provided C < α < β.
Remark 5.5. In order for the solution of (5.2) to be a good approximation of u, it is clear that we will also need to quantify the error between R h (u h ) and ∂u ∂n . This fact will be addressed in the next section.
6. Construction of the stabilization operator. The definition of the operator R h is not unique. As already observed, we seek for a stable approximation of the normal derivative on the trimmed part of the boundary, namely on Γ K for every
Here, for instance, we propose two different constructions of such an operator.
• a stabilization in the parametric domain: for each K ∈ M b we take the (unique) polynomial extension of the pull-back of the functions of V h from Q = F −1 (K ) to Q = F −1 (K), where K is a good neighbour; • a stabilization in the physical domain: for each K ∈ M b , we first take the L 2projection of the spline functions restricted to the good neighbour K onto the polynomial space Q p (K ), then we take their (unique) polynomial extension to K. Definition 6.1 (Stabilization in the parametric domain). We define the opera-
is the polynomial natural extension.
Definition 6.2 (Stabilization in the physical domain). An alternative stabilization operator can be defined by using the L 2 -projection in the physical domain. We define the operator R h locally as
where P :
and E : Q p (K ) → Q p (K ∪ K) is the polynomial natural extension. Remark 6.3. Note that in the trivial case where F = Id, the L 2 -projection P , restricted to V h , reduces to the identity operator and the two stabilizations coincide. 
We can restrict ourselves to the bad elements. Let K ∈ M b with good neighbour K . It holds that
In the first inequality we have used Hölder inequality, while the second one is straightforward. Now, we continue employing, respectively, Lemma A.1 and Assumption 3.1:
At this point, notice that we can use Lemma A.2 because meas d( Ω∩K )
where C depends just on F, thanks to Assumption 2.4. Let us continue with the inequalities:
Gathering together (6.1) and (6.2), we conclude the proof.
In what follows, we analyse the approximation properties of the operator R h , and provide estimates that will be used then in Section 7 to deduce a complete error estimate. Proposition 6.5. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ p and
be a spline quasi-interpolation operator ( [9] ).
There exists C > 0 such that for every
Proof. First of all, let v ∈ H k+1 (Ω 0 ), with 0 ≤ k ≤ p. We take K ∈ G h . Let us distinguish two cases: K is a good element and K is a bad element.
If K ∈ M g . We use Lemma 4.2 and standard approximation results:
If K = F(Q) ∈ M b and K = F(Q ) ∈ N (K) ∩ M g be its good neighbour. We easily obtain (6.3)
The second term converges as expected because of the properties of spline quasiinterpolants [9] . We focus on the first one. Let q = q • F ∈ Q p (R d ) be a global polynomial. Note that, trivially, E( q Q ) = q Q . By triangular inequality:
Using Corollary 4.3, we can bound the last term of (6.4) as follows:
The first term of (6.4) can be bounded using the stability property of R h , given in Theorem 6.4:
Thus, combining (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6), we obtain (6.7)
Again, the first term converges as expected by standard approximation results. Concerning the other term, there are some issues, related to the regularity of the parametrization. In fact, we have v ∈ H k+1 (Ω 0 ), but, in general, v • F Q∪Q / ∈ H k+1 (Q ∪ Q ), since it is bent by F, a spline of degree p and regularity p − 1 (under the assumption that internal knot lines are not repeated). It holds, indeed, that v • F Q∪Q ∈ H r+1 (Q ∪ Q ), where r + 1 := min{k + 1, p + 1 2 − ε}, hence 0 ≤ r ≤ k and 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 1 2 − ε. So, the following inequality holds:
where 0 ≤ r ≤ k and 0 ≤ r ≤ p − 1 2 − ε, for any ε > 0. Hence, pushing forward to the physical domain
Hence, from (6.7) and (6.8), we deduce (6.9)
We want to rewrite inequality (6.9) by distinguishing two cases.
• 0 ≤ k < p − 1 2 . In this case, (6.10) h
for any ε > 0. Hence, the thesis is proven. Remark 6.6. Note that if 0 ≤ k < p − 1 2 , the estimate is optimal. In the case p − 1 2 ≤ k ≤ p the estimate is sub-optimal, instead. Moreover, if the knot line between K and K has multiplicity higher than one, then the sub-optimality is even worse. We will see an example of this sub-optimal behaviour in Section 8.
Properties of the stabilization in the physical domain.
Theorem 6.7. The stability property (5.3) holds for R h defined as in Definition 6.2, i.e., there exists C > 0 such that for every K ∈ G h
Proof. Let us start applying Hölder inequality and Lemma A.1
We finish with Lemma A.2, Assumption 3.1 and the stability of the L 2 -orthogonal projection P , see for instance [6] ,
We conclude by summing over K ∈ G h .
be a spline quasi-interpolation operator [9] . There exists C > 0 such that for every
Proof. We can focus on the case K ∈ M b . Let K ∈ N (K)∩M g and q ∈ Q p (K ). (6.12)
Let us focus on the first term. After having observed that P (q) = q, we apply the stability property proved in Theorem 6.7 and, again, triangular inequality (6.13)
Now, let us choose q = P (v). Note that the second term of (6.12) converges as expected by the approximation properties of the L 2 -projection. Plugging (6.13) into (6.12), we obtain (6.14)
7.
A priori error estimate. The preparatory results of Propositions 6.5 and 6.8 were needed in order to prove the following convergence theorem.
be the solution to (3.1) and u h ∈ V h solution to (5.2) . Then,
where S h is the strip of width Ch max , C ≥ 1, such that S h ⊇ K∈G h K ∪ K , and K is the good neighbour of K chosen for the stabilization. Moreover • 0 ≤ r < p− 1 2 if we use the stabilization in the parametric domain of Definition 6.1;
• 0 ≤ r ≤ p if we use the stabilization in the physical domain of Definition 6.2.
Proof. In view of Propositons 6.5 and 6.8, (7.1) is a simple consequence of the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma (see, for instance, [34] ). From Theorems 5.4, 6.4 and 6.7 we know that a h (·, ·) is coercive w.r.t. · 1,h,Ω , i.e. there exists α > 0 such that for every
Let v h ∈ V h . Using the triangular inequality and coercivity, we get:
Then, recalling that u solves (3.1) and u h solves (5.2), and properly rearranging the terms, we get
Let us now estimate the four terms separately. We will leave II for last since its analysis depends on the choice of the stabilization. Clearly
Using the stability property (5.3) and taking K ∈ N (K) ∩ M g (if K itself is a good element, then take K = K), we get:
Let us estimate the term II:
Now, we choose v h = Π 0 (u) and distinguish two cases corresponding to the choice of the stabilization.
• If we use the stabilization in the parametric domain of Definition 6.1, hence apply Proposition 6.5, we get
where 0 ≤ r < p − 1 2 . • Employing the stabilization in the physical domain of Definition 6.2, hence apply Proposition 6.8, we obtain
Therefore, we have that
where S h is the strip of width Ch max , C ≥ 1, such that S h ⊇ K∈G h K ∪ K , and K , as usual, is the good neighbour of K chosen for the stabilization and • 0 ≤ r < p − 1 2 if we use the stabilization in the parametric domain, hence apply Proposition 6.5;
• 0 ≤ r ≤ p if we go for the one in the physical domain and use Proposition 6.8. As a consequence, we have that
where in (7.4), (7.5) we choose again v h = Π 0 (u).
We now combine the last inequality (7.6) with (7.2) and (7.3) to obtain
Finally, using approximation results of quasi-interpolants in spline spaces [9] , we conclude
where r is the same as above.
As already observed in Remark 6.6, when u ∈ H k+1 (Ω) with 0 ≤ k < p − 1 2 , both stabilizations give rise to optimal a priori error estimates. When u ∈ H k+1 (Ω) with p − 1 2 ≤ k ≤ p, instead, stabilization in Definition 6.1 is sub-optimal. In this case, however, the estimate can be modified and improved using the following result. 
Using the fact that r ≤ p, we are able to recover an integer order for the Sobolev norm and so to apply Lemma A.5 with s = 1 2 − ε:
. Proposition 7.3. Let u ∈ H p+1 (Ω 0 ) be the solution to (3.1) and u h ∈ V h solution to (5.2), obtained using the stabilization in the parametric domain of Definition 6.1. Then, there exists C > 0 such that
Proof. It immediately follows combining Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.2.
Remark 7.4. At the prize of slightly higher regularity request, optimal convergence rate is to be expected also for stabilization in Definition 6.1.
Numerical examples.
8.1. Some details about the implementation. For accurate numerical integration, we decompose the trimmed elements into smaller quadrilateral tiles where we compute the integrals. These tiles are reparametrized as Bézier surfaces of the same degree p as the approximation space used to discretize our PDE, see [2] for a detailed explanation. We remark that this reparametrization is also used to compute the boundary integrals.
In order to compute the stabilization terms appearing in (5.2), first of all for each bad trimmed element K = F(Q) we choose a good neighbour K = F(Q ). Then we need to locally project functions living in K (or in Q) onto the space of polynomials on K (or Q ) and extend them. For the stabilization in the parametric domain, by taking as a basis the Bernstein polynomials on Q the projection can be computed by knot insertion, while for the stabilization in the physical domain the L 2 -projection is needed anyhow. We remark that in both cases the stabilization does not change the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix.
Validation of stability.
In the first example we repeat the numerical experiment of Section 4 in order to validate the effectiveness of our stabilization technique. Since Ω 0 = (0, 1) and, in particular, F = Id, we know that the two stabilizations techniques proposed in this paper are equivalent. We use the same degree and mesh size as in Section 4.
Let us solve the eigenvalue problem (4.3) with the stabilization in Definition 6.1 in the trimmed domain of Figure 2 for the same values of ε used in Section 4. The result is shown in Figure 5 . This time we observe that the spectrum remains bounded independently of ε, confirming our method to be robust with respect to the size of the trimming. In particular, it means that there exists β > 0 such that for any h > 0, for any β ≥ β, a h (·, ·) is continuous and coercive with respect to the mesh-dependent norm · 1,h,Ω . 8.3. Validation of the a priori error estimate. We validate our method on two academic benchmarks. In the following we focus on the Poisson problem (5.2) with the difference that, while we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions weakly on the trimmed parts of the boundary, on the other parts where the mesh is fitted with the boundary we impose them in the strong sense. Test 1. We consider the Poisson equation in the trimmed domain Ω = (0, 1) 2 \ B(0, r), with r = 0.24, see Figure 6a . We take as reference solution the smooth function u ex (x, y) = e x sin(xy). In this case the isogeometric map F is the identity, and as in the example of Section 8.2, the two stabilizations are equivalent. For this example the penalization parameter appearing in (5.2) is set to β = 1, and the parameter of Definition 5.1 is set to θ = 0.1.
At this point, we solve the stabilized problem with different values of the degree p, and from Figure 6b we see that the theoretical results of Theorem 7.1 regarding the order of convergence are confirmed in practice.
Test 2.
Let Ω = Ω 0 \ Ω 1 be defined as in Figure 7a , where Ω 0 = F((0, 1) 2 ) is a quarter of annulus constructed with biquadratic NURBS, and Ω 1 is the image of a ball in the parametric domain through the isogeometric map, namely Ω 1 = F(B(0, r)), with r = 0.76. This time we notice that the parametric and the physical domains are different and the map F is non-linear.
We consider as manufactured solution u ex (x, y) = e x sin(xy). We solve the PDE Ω (a) Trimmed domain. h energy norm p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
(b) Convergence rates. h energy norm p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5
(b) Convergence rates. Fig. 7 : Geometry and convergence rates for the quarter of annulus with hole. Test 3. We now consider the Poisson problem in the L-shaped domain shown in Figure 8a , given by Ω = Ω 0 \Ω 1 , where Ω 0 = (−2, 1)×(−1, 2) and Ω 1 = (0, 1)×(−1, 0). The exact solution is chosen as the singular function that, in polar coordinates, reads as u(r, θ) = r 2 3 sin 2 3 θ ∈ H 5 3 −δ (Ω), for every δ > 0. The function has a singularity at the re-entrant corner in the origin, and the domain is chosen in such a way that the corner is always located in the interior of an element. We employ the formulation (5.2) together with the stabilization operator in Definition 6.1, noting that since the parametrization is a simple scaling, both stabilizations are equivalent. This time we set the parameters θ = 1 and, due to the presence of the singularity, β = (p + 1) · 10. The numerical results of Figure 8b agree with the theory as the method converges with order 2 3 , and the sub-optimal behaviour is due to the low regularity of the reference solution.
Ω (a) Trimmed domain. h energy norm p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 (b) Convergence rates. Test 4. The goal of this test is to show that in some particular situations the stabilization in the physical domain is more effective than the one in the parametric domain, as we already mentioned in Remark 6.6. Let us consider again as the domain Ω 0 the quarter of annulus, this time parametrized with a different map F: starting from the standard biquadratic NURBS parametrization, we perform knot insertion adding the knot ξ = 0.75, with multiplicity 2, in the direction corresponding to the angular coordinate, that corresponds to the thick black line in Figure 9a . In order to get a geometry of class C 0 , we set the second coordinate of one control point, highlighted with a big blue square in Figure 9b , equal to 0.5 in homogeneous coordinates. Note that the new parametrization is only of class C 0 in correspondence of the knot line given by F({(x, y) : x ∈ (0, 1), y = 0.75}). To ensure that this knot line is located between K and K , we define the trimmed domain as Ω = F ((0, 1) × (0, 0.75 + ε)), with ε = 10 −8 . Here we set θ = 1 and, because of the lower regularity of the parametrization, β = (p + 1) · 25. We know from Remark 6.6 that the convergence rate deriving from the stabilization in Definition 6.1 will suffer of sub-optimality. In particular, from Figure 10a , we see that the error with the stabilization in the parametric domain is converging just as h 1 2 for any degree p, while in Figure 10b we observe that the desired convergence rates are reached when using the stabilization in the physical domain. h energy norm p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 (a) Stabilization in Definition 6.1. h energy norm p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 p = 5 (b) Stabilization in Definition 6.2. Fig. 10 : Comparison of the two stabilizations in the case of an isogeometric map F with lower regularity.
Conditioning.
Even if an exhaustive discussion about the conditioning of the stiffness matrix in trimmed geometries is beyond the scope of this work (for a more detailed discussion on the topic see, for instance, [17] ), we would like to present some numerical experiments for the sake of completeness. We focus again on the formulation (5.2) of the Poisson problem. Test 1. Let us solve the Poisson problem in two different geometries: the plate with a hole and the quarter of annulus with a hole, that we have studied above. In both cases we employ B-splines of degree p = 3, we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions weakly on the trimmed boundaries and strongly on the fitted ones.
In Figures 11a, 11b we show that our stabilization coupled with a simple diagonal scaling, which can be interpreted as a left-right Jacobi preconditioner, is able to solve the conditioning issue. The stabilization used is the one in the parametric domain with β = 1 and θ = 0.1.
Note, however, that in the case of splines the problem does not seem to be fully understood and it is not clear if a simply rescaling suffices in general. We refer again to [17] for a more comprehensive study about conditioning in trimming.
Test 2. Finally, let Ω 0 = (0, 1) 2 and as trimmed domain Ω = (0, 1) × (0, 3 4 + ε), ε > 0, as in the test of Section 4 (see Figure 2 ), and we notice again that the two stabilizations are equivalent. Let us consider the stiffness matrix arising from the left hand side of problem (5.2) with Neumann boundary conditions everywhere except on the trimmed boundary, where Dirichlet boundary conditions are weakly imposed. We take B-splines of degree p = 3 and as mesh-size h = 1 32 , and we set the penalization parameter β = 1. After a simple diagonal rescaling as preconditioner, we compare the condition number of the stiffness matrix, as a function of ε, obtained for the nonstabilized (θ = 0) and the stabilized (θ = 1) formulations. Note that as the ratio in Definition 5.1 is the same for all cut elements, it is sufficient to consider only these two values of θ. The results in Figure 12a show the diagonal rescaling is acting as a robust preconditioner with respect to the size of the trimming. Then, we perform uniform dyadic refinement and we plot the condition number as a function of the mesh-size h, obtaining the plots in Figures 12b and 12c . The numerical results suggest a better behaviour of the condition number when a stabilized formulation is employed to solve the problem. Lemma A.1. Let Q, Q ∈ M be such that they either share a vertex or an edge or a face. There exists C > 0 such that
where C depends on k and on the shape regularity of the mesh.
Proof. The proof easily follows by a scaling argument.
The next one says that the L 2 norm on the cut portion of an element Q controls the L ∞ (and hence any other) norm on the whole element with an equivalence constant depending on the relative measure of the cut portion.
Lemma A.2. Let θ ∈ (0, 1]. There exists C > 0 such that for every Q ∈ M and every S ⊂ Q measurable such that meas d (S) ≥ θ meas d (Q), we have
where C depends only on θ, k and the mesh regularity.
Proof. See Proposition 1 in [20] .
Let us state, without proving it, a classical result by Hardy. (Ω) for s = 1 2 and to H s 0 (Ω) for 1 2 < s ≤ 1 (see [41] ). Proof. We prove the following (like in [27] ):
By assumption d(x) ≤ Ch max , hence 1 ≤ ∀ v ∈ H s i (Ω).
